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SECTION 508 COMPLIANCE: TIPS AND TRICKS FOR PREPARING ACCESSIBLE 
NEPA DOCUMENTS 

ABSTRACT 

Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requires Federal documents and websites to be compatible 
with assistive technologies, which make them accessible to individuals with disabilities.  This section was 
created as Congress recognized the need for regulations governing accessibility in technology and 
electronic devices.  On January 18, 2017, the U.S. Access Board issued a final rule revising and updating 
the standards for electronic and information technology produced or procured by Federal Agencies.  As of 
2018, contractors are expected to submit 508-compliant deliverables for documents that will be publicly 
available.  Publicly available documents can include large reports for the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA), such as Environmental Assessments (EAs), or Environmental Impact Statements (EISs), or 
smaller items, such as fact sheets, policy statements, scientific reports, websites, or digital applications. 

But what does it mean to be 508-compliant?  Individuals with disabilities often use assistive devices to 
convert digital documents to a different format, such as large print, braille, speech, symbols, or simpler 
language.  In addition, incorporating a standardized outline structure and searchable text provides 
additional usability for the general population.  Knowing how to construct an accessible document from 
the beginning will save you time and resources because most of the Section 508 standards regulate the 
underlying structure of text, images, links and tables.  Thus, creating a compliant document starts at the 
draft stage, not during final production.   

This presentation will cover the background of Section 508, Federal guidance and standardized industry 
guidelines, including information from the Accessible Documents Community of Practice (AED COP) 
and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG).   Topics will include: 

• The basic elements of digital documents. 
• Document outlines, headers, and Table of Contents. 
• Alternative text, table tags, and links. 
• Converting Word documents to tagged PDFs. 
• Digital tags and content containers. 
• Using Adobe Acrobat to check for 508 compliance. 

INTRODUCTION 
In 1998, Congress amended the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to add Section 508 which requires Federal 
documents and websites to be compatible with assistive technologies to make them accessible to 
individuals with disabilities.  This section was created as Congress recognized the need for regulations 
governing accessibility in technology and electronic devices.  Recent rules now require contractors to 
provide 508-compliant deliverables for media that will be released to the public.  For environmental 
professionals, National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documents, such as Environmental Impact 
Statements (EISs) or Environmental Assessments (EAs), are the most public-facing deliverables we will 
produce.  Creating high-quality documents that conform with Section 508 rules will ensure that the 
greatest number of people will have the opportunity to engage with the project and provide their 
comments. 

This paper provides an overview on how to create and publish basic documents that are compliant with 
Section 508 regulations and guidelines published by the General Services Administration (GSA) and 
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United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and introduces the reader to the guidance 
from the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.0).  It is not intended to be an exhaustive list of 
all the remediation techniques used to ensure Section 508 compliance, or to cover all media that may be 
submitted as part of a government contract, but to provide some best practices to help create publishing 
workflows. 

SECTION 508 AND CURRENT ACCESSIBILITY REGULATIONS 

The U.S. Access Board is tasked with promoting equality for people with disabilities, providing 
leadership and vision on access to communications and information technology (IT), physical structures, 
(e.g., buildings, recreation facilities, streets and sidewalks), transportation, and health care (U.S. Access 
Board, 2019).  It coordinates with other agencies to ensure access to Federally funded facilities, and 
functions as a leader in accessible standards and design. 

In January 18, 2017 the U.S. Access Board issued a final rule which updated accessibility standards to 
Section 508 (82 FR 5790).  The rule was developed to respond to modern technology innovations, and to 
coordinate Section 508 with international rules, including the European Commission and the World Wide 
Web consortium (W3C).  The Section 508-related rules were scheduled to go into effect one year later, on 
January 18, 2018. 

All government agencies must comply with Section 508 regulations, so the Federal Chief Information 
Officers Council has created the Accessible Electronic Documents Community of Practice (AED COP) 
which provides training videos, basic guides, testing, and printable checklists for authors to use when 
creating accessible PDFs, forms, presentations, word processing documents, spreadsheets and other 
digital media (GSA, n.d.).   These documents are available to the public and are presented in plain 
language at the GSA’s Section508.gov website. 

HHS has produced another set of resources, including in-depth checklists and tools to help government 
and non-government users comply with Section 508 (HHS, 2018a).  The checklists are based on the 
recommendations of the W3C, which has produced the WCAG 2.0.  The main WCAG 2.0 document is 
designed to provide guidance on accessible webpages and HTML code, but the standards and tag 
structure are also applicable for digital documents and Portable Document Format (PDF) files.  W3C has 
also produced format-specific techniques for creating accessible PDFs, although they are designed to 
supplement, not replace the general techniques (W3C, 2012). 

Another accessibility standard for PDFs include the PDF/Universal Accessibility (UA) which became an 
ISO Standard in 2012, and then updated in 2014 (ISO, 2014).  ISO 14289-1:2014 was created to describe 
the recommended and prohibited components and conditions to create the most accessible PDFs but does 
not provide the techniques necessary to meet these conditions. 

FOUR PRINCIPLES OF ACCESSIBILITY 
WCAG 2.0 is structured around four principle themes that aim to provide the greatest access to all users 
on the web and with other digital media (WCAG 2.0, 2016a).  WCAG 2.0 defines the four principles as:   

1. Perceivable - Information and user interface components must be presentable to users in ways 
they can perceive. 

2. Operable - User interface components and navigation must be operable. 
3. Understandable - Information and the operation of user interface must be understandable. 
4. Robust - Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted reliably by a wide variety of 

user agents, including assistive technologies. 

http://www.section508.gov/
https://www.hhs.gov/web/section-508/index.html
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While the individual requirements of digital compliance with Section 508 may seem complex, it is 
important to keep the four principles in mind to ensure the spirit of Section 508 is implemented.   

DOCUMENT ELEMENTS 
The following sections present different elements of a document that may require additional formatting or 
information to ensure that they conform with Section 508 rules. 

Table of Contents 

The Table of Contents is a guide for larger documents and is a useful navigation feature for all users.  
WCAG 2.0 states that the Table of Contents should link to the correct sections of the document (WCAG 
2.0, 2016b).  Tables of Figures and Tables should also be included and link to the correct page. 

Images 

Section 508 rules state that if a graphic is part of the 
narrative, it must have a text description associated with 
the image (HHS, 2018b).  Using only captions or a figure 
label below the image is not enough, as it may be 
interpreted separately from the image.  The text 
description is called “alternative text” or “alt text”, and is 
typically applied in the document processing program, as 
it can be applied once instead of during each Section 508 
review.  Logos, watermarks, and background images are 
often considered decorative, and would not need 
alternative text, although they should be labeled as 
something the screen reader can skip, either “decorative” 
(Word) or an “artifact” (Adobe Pro). 

Alternative text should be brief but contain enough 
description so that someone who is visually impaired can 
interpret what the image is showing.  See Figure 1 for an 
example of appropriately descriptive text. 

Tables 

Screen readers have the capability to distinguish tables from formatted text, so information presented in 
columns and rows should be inserted into a table, instead of separated by tabs or other formatting 
methods.  Data tables hold the connections between the data rows and columns so users with adaptive 
devices can understand their relationship (WCAG 2.0, 2016c). 

Tables can be considered simple or complex, and each writer should aim to create a simple table with 
well-defined rows and columns.  Complex tables with multiple merged cells and inconstant formatting 
mean that the screen reader can’t easily determine the relationship of the data.  Identifying column 
headers is an easy way to ensure that the basic structure of the table is tagged. 

Lists 

Lists use numbers, bullets or other symbols before short sections of related text.  Some assistive 
technologies allow the user to directly move from one list item to another, so applying numbered or bullet 

Descriptive alt text: Photo of a black puppy 
holding a pink chew toy in its mouth. 

Insufficient alt text: dog 
C://Photos/dog1.jpg 

<blank> 

 
Figure 1 Alternative text examples 
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list formats creates the structure that the program can identify.  Using a list structure also identifies list 
bullets as decorative, so they don’t need alternative text. 

SECTION 508 COMPLIANCE IN MICROSOFT WORD 
Most users use Microsoft’s Word for document production and word processing, so Section 508 
compliance starts with best management practices for document production.  The following techniques 
are best implemented in Word so that you do not have to resolve problems every time you PDF the file 
for publication (Microsoft, 2019). 

• Implement built in-headings and styles to provide consistent formatting, generate an outline for 
the Table of Contents and create PDF bookmarks. 

o Unique styles applied to figure and table captions can also create the 
Table of Figures and Table of Tables. 

• Create alternative text for all images in document (Figure 2). 
o Text boxes can be interpreted as an image, and should have alt 

text applied. 
• Use meaningful text and color changes for hyperlinks 

o e.g. Office Accessibility Center, not Click Here 
• Create tables without split cells, 

merged cells, or completely blank 
rows 

o Create and label header 
rows (Figure 3) 

• Use list styles to keep consistent 
bullet symbols 

Converting to PDF 

When converting a PDF from Word, use the “Save as Adobe PDF” option under File or the Create Adobe 
PDF button under the Acrobat ribbon.  These options will generate a tagged PDF, retain the alternative 
text, and save the headings as bookmarks within the PDF.  Using the Print option or a third-party PDF 
program is not recommended, because the tag structure and bookmarks are not retained and would have 
to be manually recreated. 

SECTION 508 COMPLIANCE IN ADOBE ACROBAT PRO 

Adobe created the PDF file format and the Acrobat suite of programs is recommended to manipulate 
PDFs for digital and print production.  Adobe now offers multiple plans for the Acrobat program, but 
only Pro contains the accessibility features to check and update the file for Section 508 compliance 
(Adobe, 2019a).  The Section 508 review in Adobe Pro should be one of the last tasks to perform before 
publicly releasing the document, as any minor changes to file could require time-consuming individual 
tag updates.   

Figure 2  Alt Text Button 

Figure 3  Identifying header rows in table layout 

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Office-Accessibility-Center-Resources-for-people-with-disabilities-ecab0fcf-d143-4fe8-a2ff-6cd596bddc6d
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Office-Accessibility-Center-Resources-for-people-with-disabilities-ecab0fcf-d143-4fe8-a2ff-6cd596bddc6d
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Elements of a Tagged File 

Tagged PDF files provide a document structure that is related to, but 
independent from the content of the document.  PDF tags are designed to 
behave like HTML code, so the standards presented in WCAG 2.0 can also 
apply to PDFs.  It is possible to create and edit tags, however each edit can 
require several mouse clicks, so creating headers, hyperlinks and adding alt 
text are best performed in Word first. 

Tags are based on a nested structure with the content (e.g., the text 
exported from Word) being the most basic element.  In automatically 
tagged documents, most headers are in <H1>, <H2>, <H3>, etc elements, 
text content is placed in <P> element; images are placed in <Figure> 
element; and tables in <Table> element.  Any <Figure> element will 
require alt text, which can be updated in the properties dialog box, found 
when you right click on the tag.  Element tag names can also be changed by 
editing the properties or selecting the tag and pressing the F2 button on 
your keyboard. 

Running Compliance Checks 

Adobe Acrobat Pro has an accessibility tool with multiple features to check and edit accessibility-related 
problems.  Clicking “Full Check” will open a window which provides options regarding standards to 
check, pages to check, and whether to generate an accessibility report.  Running the Full Check will open 
the Accessibility Checker which can be used to find and fix the errors (Figure 5). 

Right clicking on an issue in the Accessibility Checker 
will provide some options on how to fix the problem.  
Choosing Explain will open an Adobe help webpage with 
an explanation of the issue and a mention of the WCAG 
2.0 section that applies to the issue (Adobe, 2019b).  The 
down arrow will show the locations with the issue and if 
appropriate, highlight the text or image. 

Basic solutions 

Finding Tags vs. Content 

For accessibility issues related to the tag properties, click 
the down arrow next to the issue, select a location, right 
click the location, and select “Show in Tags Panel” 
(Figure 5).  This will open the tags panel and should 
highlight the element tag and content that is nested 
underneath it.  You can also select “Show in Content 
Panel” if you want to review how the content and its 
container, which can be helpful when converting a non-
relevant image into an artifact. 

Labeling Artifacts 

Occasionally, logos or other images are identified in Adobe Pro as images without alt text, although they 
are not considered part of the narrative and should be ignored by screen readers.  Images can be converted 

Figure 4  Tag structure 
example 

Figure 5 Accessibility check options 

https://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/using/create-verify-pdf-accessibility.html
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into artifacts by using the “Reading Order” dialog found under the Accessibility tool, selecting the 
element tag and choosing “Change tag to Artifact…” or navigating to the changing the content container 
properties to Artifact.  Text such as headers and footers are also considered artifacts, although typically 
Word already converts them when creating the PDF. 

Common Errors 

The following sections present the most common errors that are identified by Adobe Pro.  Although there 
are other Section 508 compliance tools that can be bought or downloaded, Adobe has worked with the 
W3C on WCAG 2.0, so the Accessibility Checker is a good first step to review the file.  Generally, if the 
file passes the checks in Adobe Pro, it will be suitable to release to the public.  HHS has published a more 
detailed table of the common errors found by Adobe and how the solutions map to the guidelines in 
WCAG 2.0 (HHS, 2018c).  Adobe also provides a page with an explanation of the accessibility issue, 
solutions on how to resolve, and which WCAG 2.0 guideline applies to the issue (Adobe, 2019b). 

Document 
Issue Suggested fixes 

Tagged PDF – Failed Tags are not present in the PDF.  Although the Accessibility tool has an Autotag 
Document button, complex documents should be exported as tagged PDFs in Word. 

Logical Reading Order Requires a manual check of the Tag structure.  The tags should be ordered and 
nested in the same order as the document.  After inserting or deleting pages, high-
level tags may be moved and should be reorganized. 

Primary Language Update in File-Properties-Advanced. 

Title Update in File-Properties-Initial View.  The document title needs to be selected 
instead of file name.  Also, update the Title and other fields as appropriate in the 
Description tab. 

Bookmarks Adobe has recognized headings, but no bookmarks were generated.  Although 
bookmarks can be created in the Bookmarks tab, it is easier to ensure that Word 
exports the headers as bookmarks. 

Color Contrast Manual check to verify that the colors are high contrast for individuals with low-vision.  
Verify with the WCAG 2.0 section 1.4.3. 

Page Content 
Issue Suggested fixes 

Tagged content All content must be tagged or labeled as an artifact.  Select the content and then choose 
“Create Tag from Selection” and place it within the tag structure as appropriate. 

Tagged annotations If you add links or other annotations to the PDF, use the “Find…” dialog box to find and 
tag annotations. 

Tab order Right click and select “Fix”, which will automatically resolve the tab order based on the 
document tag structure. 

Character encoding Replace text with an OpenType font, which can be read across most platforms. 

Navigation links Use Create Link command to create a new link but verify the content does not contain 
too many identical links. 

Forms 
These checks should automatically pass if your document does not contain any form fields.  If you have 
created a document with form fields, the fields will need to be tagged and contain descriptions. 
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Alternate Text 
Issue Suggested fixes 

Figures alternate text Some figures do not have alternative text.  Add alternative text via the properties 
or reading order dialog boxes or convert the items into artifacts. 

Nested alternate text Either remove alternative text from the properties box from the nested elements or 
move them higher in the nested structure. 

Associated with content Ensure that the element tag with alt text has content nested within it or delete the 
alt text or tag. 

Hides annotation Remove the alternative text from the properties box or move the annotation out of 
the tag structure that contains the alternative text. 

Other elements alternate text Add alternative text to a non-content figure (e.g, multimedia, 3D model). 

Tables 
Issue Suggested fixes 

Rows <TR> elements must be contained in a <Table> <THead>, <TBody> or <TFoot> 
element, so extra tags must be moved within the appropriate parent element tag. 

TH and TD <TD> and <TH> elements must be contained in a <TR> element so move any extra tags 
into the appropriate parent element tag or create a new row element. 

Headers If headers were not identified in Word, then update the header row from <TD> to <TH>. 

Regularity Generally caused because the number of header cells does not match the number of 
data cells, often because the title of the table is included in a merged cell at the top.  The 
table title content container can be moved outside of the table structure and into a 
paragraph element.  Empty <TR> or <TD> elements can also cause this issue. 

Summary Table summaries are optional but can provide clarity.  If you do not provide table 
summaries, this rule can be skipped. 

Lists 
These usually occur if you have not assigned bullet points or lists correctly in Word, which means the list-
related tags were not applied. 

Issue Suggested fixes 
List Items Verify in Word that the list or bullet style has been applied correctly 

Lbl and LBody The List element <L> must contain list item elements <LI>, which can only contain <Lbl> 
or <LBody> elements, so any extra tags within this structure need to be moved or 
renamed. 

Headings 
Issue Suggested fixes 

Appropriate nesting Change the heading number so it follows the previous number (e.g., <H3> <H4>, <H5>) 

CONCLUSIONS 
It takes time to ensure that an EIS or EA is compliant with Section 508. However, knowing how to create 
an accessible Word document with headers and structured text can save time and benefit the general 
public.  Using Adobe Pro for the final PDF Section 508 review will catch any outstanding accessibility 
issues which can be resolved before submitting the deliverable to the client or the public. 
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